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This highly-acclaimed text explains the conceptual basis of federal income taxation. It is designed to

help students quickly pull together the entire subject for end-of-semester review and provide

perspective about where a topic fits within the federal income tax scheme. While focusing on the

present income tax, the text provides an explanation of the often-discussed consumption tax and

contrasts the two taxes in a note at the end of the volume. The new edition reflects legislative,

judicial, and administrative developments since the twelfth edition (including the 2012 tax rate

increases and the Supreme Courtâ€™s Windsor decision), and increases the number of

end-of-chapter problems by almost 60%.
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It's a very readable book. Chirelstein follows a good progression of concepts, and the book also

manages to straddle effectively the difficult line in taxation between understanding the history of the

tax code and conveying why the policies in it have developed, as well as passing along how the tax

code today actually functions on a day-to-day basis.Chirelstein writes with a pretty readable style,

so it's almost enjoyable to read this, and it can help reaffirm those trickier concepts from lecture.

Very highly recommend this book.

This was helpful. I mean, if you are struggling with tax law (and chances are high that you will), this

book can provide a lot of explanation. It is a while since I used it but I am quite sure if I had to make

a decision again I would definitely take this. You don't have to buy it, but renting is definitely worth it.



Very good supplement

Beautifully written.

This supplement helped me really understand many of the policies underlying tax. If you need basic

nuts and bolts though, this book won't be for you.

You need this supplement in order to pass Federal Income Tax in law school. Chirelstein is the the

Chemerinsky (Con Law scholar) of tax.

My favorite Con law professor recommended this to me and I have to admit this might be the BEST

hornbook out there for any subject. It's supremely clear and explains the subject very well!

Great book. Clear and straight to the point.
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